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2019 Season Review - Chairman’s Report

Simon Lunn
Chairman

In 2019 the Club was able to purchase a new
tractor, re-tile the entrance to the Club
House, refurbish the kitchen, install a new
heating system in the Squash Court and buy
a new Cage for net practice. By no means
does this tell the whole story but all the
above are good examples of how the Club
was able to keep developing all its facilities
for our members through the best possible
use of human and financial resources.

On the Cricket field the season began with the First X1 winning the
Smithson Trophy which had been carried over from 2018. This
carried particular significance as 2018 had otherwise been a
barren year for all our senior teams. The First X1 eventually
finished 7th in the NEPL after a curious campaign that could have
been both better and worse. The Second X1 finished second and
the Sunday Third X1 won their NEPL respective competitions
which represented an overall pleasing performance in what is
undoubtedly a tough environment. The Saturday and Thursday 3rd
X1`s both competed strongly in their competitions and player
availability was much improved.
Andrew Dawson led the Second X1 to three Cup successes and
were far and away Team of the Year. I am ever grateful to the
Selectors, Captains and Vice Captains, Scorers, Caterers and all
those who work so hard to create opportunities for cricket to take
place at Denton Bank. Geoff Chambers deserves special mention
in a season of inclement weather.
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Chairman’s Report (continued)
Many individuals will be singled out in the Captains and Coaches
Review of the Season that is to be posted on the website but I must
make mention of Rory Hanley and Luke Doneathy who were capped
for Scotland U19 and England U19`s respectively. It was also a most
memorable year for Director of Cricket Kyle Coetzer who received
an M.B.E. for his Services to Cricket and who led Scotland to the
2020 World Cup Finals later this year. Kyle was also named ICC
Associate Cricketer of the Year which made for a memorable hat
trick.
Junior Cricket at Benwell Hill is most buoyant and our nascent
Under 9 team were unbeaten in a series of Festivals. The Under 11
team reached the Final of the NEPL competition and all the other
age group teams competed at the top end of their leagues. Barry
Pearson and the many volunteer coaches do a sterling job and it is
hugely encouraging how many young players are making their way
into Senior Cricket.
The same can also be said of the Women`s team who enjoyed yet
another successful season. Maintaining this will be a challenge as
public examinations and University studies take their toll but the
fact that more young girls are coming to Tuesday Night Coaching
Sessions augers well.
In this whistle stop tour it would be remiss of me not to mention
the immediate cloud on our horizon which is the urgent need to
tackle the leaking Club House roof. I will update Members at the
AGM.
There are, however, many reasons to be cheerful – I am delighted
to report that David Beynon and Dacon Fabrications have agreed to
act as main Sponsor of the Club for a further two years.
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Chairman’s Report (continued)
I am also delighted that Kyle Coetzer has committed to two further
years as Director of Cricket-his leadership is simply invaluable.
The format of NEPL cricket is to change in 2020 and the game faces
many challenges in terms of recruitment and retention but I believe
that on the field we are well placed to be competitive at all levels
and off the field to be in a position to make sure that Benwell Hill
C.C. is a great place to be all year round.
One sad note is that 2020 will always be remembered as the year
we said farewell to our long standing President Norman Green – a
great servant of Benwell Hill C.C. and a true gentleman.
Look out for my monthly newsletters on the Club Website at
www.benwellhill.co.uk which made a most welcome
reappearance in 2019. I am most grateful to Scott Williamson for his
unstinting efforts to drag our communications into the 21st Century.
I will conclude this Report, firstly, by congratulating Philip Nicholson
on breaking the all time First Team appearance record – a
remarkable effort. Secondly - and most importantly- I wish to offer
my sincere thanks to the incredible band of officers and volunteers
who give so selflessly of their time to make Benwell Hill a proper
Cricket Club both on and off the pitch.
Simon Lunn
Chairman email: simon.lunn@live.co.uk
Mobile: 07791 683827
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1st XI - North East Premier League

Kyle Coetzer, MBE
1st XI Captain

The 2019 season was one that didn't ever
manage to quite fully get going. This was
caused mainly by the weather and some
inconsistent availability within the team.
I don't ever remember having to use as many
players throughout one season before. Our
challenge for 2020 will be to hopefully pull
together further commitment from the
players to try and minimise any major player
shuffling within the line-up moving into 2020.

This alone will make us more consistent and competitive as a club
throughout all teams.
The weather was a huge contributor to a stop start season. In 22
attempted premier league fixtures we had 6 abandoned and in 5
T20 group games we missed another 3 to rain and lost the 2 games
we did play. The Salver was a non-starter, after a good opening
stand of 61 between James Schofield (52) and Rory Hanley (25) the
wickets started to tumble and we suffered a 3 wicket loss and were
knocked out of the Salver in the 1st round to Burnopfield.
Highlights from the season included winning the 2018 Smithson cup
which had been postponed until 2019, 5 league victories and some
individual feats spread throughout the season. Pete Halliday scored
a brilliant 104 not out in a winning cause against Burnopfield after
promotion up the order. Luke Doneathy masterminded a brilliant
match saving 96 not out when he walked to the crease at 45 for 5 vs
eventual league winners Burnmoor. In the same game there was
sheer determination to blunt the dangerous Burnmoor attack by
Max Williamson as he shared an important partnership of 113 to
save us from almost certain defeat.
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1st XI - North East Premier League (continued)
In the bowling department there were 2 very special performances.
Luke Doneathy again featuring with a devastating spell of 5 wickets
for 6 runs against Tynemouth leaving the home side 39 for 7 in their
chase of 160 before the rain closed out the game. This was followed
by Luke Mussett later in the season with match figures of 6 for 19 to
decimate the Newcastle batting line-up at an important time in the
season. Probably the most amazing performance of the year was
when Vice-captain Pete Halliday broke many records by taking 8
catches behind the stumps in and early season game at Eppleton.
Some vital experiences were gained by the younger generations of
our squad with again some glimpses of potential all be it slightly
inconsistent. With one more season of premier league cricket
banked away hopefully the 2020 season will see the consistency
and matching performances that are undoubtedly capable from the
future stars of the club. It was also great to see Luke Doneathy recognised with an England U19 debut and the same for Rory Hanley
as he represented Scotland U19s.
When the end of the season came around it seemed to be another
one of those seasons that you could look back at and think about
what could have been. I’m certain that we created enough
opportunities throughout the season to win more games but
ultimately we were not up to the task to either take the catch, hit
the stumps or see the team home with a match winning knock. If
we can get off to a good start in 2020, have more consistent player
availability and pray the rain stays away, I’m confident that our
team will be challenging the top of the league. There are many
learnings from our 2019 season and let’s hope that these will put
the entire club in a better place moving forward.
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2nd XI - North East Premier League

Andrew Dawson
2nd XI Captain

The 2019 season proved to be a season of
mixed fortunes but ended with much to
celebrate. Following an unusually barren
year season in 2018, we began the year
looking to return to winning ways. The
league campaign started with great
momentum – convincingly winning our first
4 games and taking a maximum 120 points
in the process. A depleted side started with
a fantastic win in a close game against

Whitburn: William Archbold and Zane Ahmed with a vital partnership
in the first innings to set up the win. The following week Gateshead
Fell received a proverbial ‘hiding’: Ben Mussett the chief tormentor
with 166*. The third week saw an excellent team display at Chester
le Street: David Haxon’s superb 83 helped to set the hosts an
unsurmountable total.
As we moved into May, our fortune began to change: we were
comprehensively beaten in first round of the Banks Bowl by
Whitburn (a competition we had reached the final of the previous
year); we had the next two league games abandoned against league
strugglers Washington and Boldon; and were embarrassed at home
by rivals South Northumberland. South North had fared slightly
better with the weather (which would become a theme of the league
campaign) and had managed to leapfrog us to top position going into
our game. On a day where the availability was as poor as the
weather conditions, we managed to capitulate and were dismissed
for just 61 (an humiliation we would repeat in the return fixture as
well). Despite Joe Kilpatrick’s excellent efforts removing the top four
batsmen, we left the field comfortably beaten.
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2nd XI - North East Premier League (continued)
Sadly, June did not begin much better – the following two league
games saw more rain and subsequent abandonments. To add insult
to injury, South North continued to enchant meteorologists –
picking up wins during monsoons as well as occasionally being
saved by a timely downpour or two. The league, much as it did in
the previous year, would prove to be just beyond our grasp. While I
have spent much of this review complaining about the weather and
lamenting about availability issues, the truth is we didn’t get the job
done at the vital moments in games: dropped catches; batting
slumps (which were far too frequent); and failure to take wickets
when it mattered eventually cost us. A sentence I have regrettably
copied and pasted directly from the 2018 review.
If I have made it sound like a season to forget, then I have so far
done us a disservice. We had an exceptional season in the T20
cricket – finishing the season unbeaten in the shorter format and
picking up all three trophies we competed in: The James Bell, The
Roseworth and the prestigious NEPL T20. In stark contrast to 2018,
we were ruthless in 20-over cricket - with every player, to a man,
making excellent contributions, of which there are too many to
regurgitate. Our season was best summarised by the NEPL T20
finals day at Tynemouth on Bank Holiday Monday in late August.
We defeated to two strong and competitive sides (Tynemouth and
Chester le Street) with relative ease. On a day where everyone
brought their best, the only surprise was that the margins of victory
weren’t even greater than they turned out to be. Outstanding
performances all round. Special thanks to Luke Mussett and Adam
Heather, who put us through our paces with warm-ups did a lot to
help us prepare on that day. Also to the host of Hillbillies who made
the journey to support us.
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2nd XI - North East Premier League (continued)
In terms of individual contributions, there was much to applaud:
Ben Mussett (659 runs and several circuits of Westerhope Golf
Course); Joe Moore (530 runs); William Archbold (445 runs); and
Joe Anderson (345 runs predominantly in the cups) did most of the
damage with the bat. And Peter Jones (45 wickets); Joe Kilpatrick
(44 wickets); Anth Hunter (23 wickets); Joe Torre (21 wickets); and
William Archbold (19 wickets almost entirely in the cups) were the
chief tormentors with the ball.
We will be looking to build upon 2019’s success for the upcoming
season and hopefully challenge for the ever-elusive league title - I
can only hope 2020 will be as enjoyable as its predecessor. Special
thanks to the tea ladies for their continued dedication; Owen Blackburn for his occasionally legible book markings; and all of the
people behind the scenes at the club who keep the Benwell Hill
cogs turning.

2nd XI : Roseworth Trophy, James Bell and NEPL T20 Winners
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3rd XI - West Tyne League

Ross Marley
3rd XI Captain

As I sit here trying to plan a lesson on
fascism I look at leaders throughout history
Plinio Salgado, Benito Mussolini and Franco,
and I think to myself what has made them
successful? Organisation, determination
and resilience therefore with the help of
Matt Reeves as vice captain these were 3
disciplines we tried to install in the 3rd XI
from April in the hope of taking the game to
other teams in the league, albeit in a less
tyrannical fashion.

The aim of finishing higher than mid table was duly accomplished in
the final game of the season against a Hexham Leazes sides that we
owed from earlier in the year. We cemented 5th place, a duly
deserved feat. Disappointingly we could have achieved more with a
regular XI and a bit more experience in certain game situations.
At one point in June we were league leaders!!!
Some stand out performances with the bat from Darsh Tharanga
and Leighton Hopper who both registered hundreds against Wylam
and Mitford respectively. Regular contributors with the bat also
included Davy Ladd and Rashid Shad whose experiences are
undoubtedly priceless.
Bowling honours go to Aki Tassawal and Jeff Mason who were our
leading wicket takers, guiding us to victory in some key games. Both
were ably supported by Pounder, Rushton and Torre.
Some enjoyable feats this year notably against South North Newton
and Matfen keep engagement levels high but by August we inevitably struggle due to unavailability in the 1s and 2s , kids holidays
and Rushton’s annual tribal meeting in some tropical wilderness.
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3rd XI—West Tyne League (continued)

Thanks to Matt as vice captain and other senior bodies which
are now starting to disintegrate. And thanks to Shaun who
provides the best teas in the league. The club needs a 3rd XI on
a Saturday to support the growth and continue the good work
that Coetzer and Dawson have already achieved leading their
respective teams.
The baton/poison chalice is to be passed on to the next man or
woman, I wish them good luck and my unavailability from April
to September.

3rd XI - North East Premier League

Barry Pearson
3rd XI Coach

After twenty years of near misses, we
finally won the NEPL Sunday 3rd Team
League for the first time under the
captaincy of Andy Jewitt. As ever, we
tried to find a good mix of experienced
senior players alongside our talented
junior players, and this worked extremely
well in 2019. Two wins against local rivals
South North and two wins against
nearest challengers Hetton Lyons were to

prove pivotal in our win, and we only lost two games all season in
what is always a competitive league.
The bowling was extremely strong, led by 3rd team player of the
year Jeff Mason, skipper Andy Jewitt and the evergreen Chris
Pounder who all had excellent seasons.
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3rd XI - North East Premier League (continued)
Youngsters Haroon Malik and Matthew Lockey are getting better
with each game, while the newly found ‘quick’ bowling of Joe
Fletcher was also a big asset to the team.
Zain Ahmad led the batting in his best season to date and was very
close to winning the League player of the year award. He was ably
supported by Will Archbold, Joe Fletcher, Rohan Aatif and Fenwick
Frisken, while the experience of Darsh Tharanga was important to
shore up the batting in the second half of the season. 13 year old
Haydon Mustard showed glimpses of his batting talent in his first
season of senior cricket, but his wicket keeping was absolutely
outstanding. The highlight was in the game at Newcastle where his
two excellent stumping's late in the game were decisive in winning a
tight game.
My thanks and congratulations go to everyone who contributed to
winning the League this season. It was a great effort and has shown
we have a lot of talent at all levels at Benwell Hill which is encouraging for 2020 and beyond.

3rd XI - Northumberland C Division
The C division decided to reformat the league
this year to allow some of the smaller squads to
play slightly easier less competitive games and,
by allowing more teams into the league, some
of the stronger squads to play more competitive
games.

Mark Wright
3rd XI Captain

Apart from not being able to enter their league
cup (due to new eligibility rules) I was slightly
amazed at how well it turned out. No longer did
we rock up and beat teams easily.
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3rd XI - North East Premier League (continued)
we suddenly had to work a lot harder against stronger sides, which
was good although we failed to do first game of the
season against Stocksfield, but that blip aside we played a lot of
good cricket and managed to finish the season in 2nd place again
behind Humshaugh (again!).
We continued to have a mixed club squad. Players who missed
weekend cricket, those who needed to either find a bit of form or
just wanted to play a game of cricket. We also included some of the
ladies team players and, towards the end of the season,
were some of the first names on the team sheet! We also played
some very young juniors slowly introducing them to senior cricket.
Travelling is never an easy part of cricket matches and I am very
grateful to all those who were just as keen to play at Ashington/
Morpeth away etc as they were at Denton Bank
A big thank you also goes to all the other players who captained
throughout the season and did a fantastic job.
I really hope this coming season see's the continued progress on the
field and the great mixture of players we used throughout the
season continue. Whether its more ladies playing, under 15s making
their debuts or even more 'Dads' taking up playing again it really is a
great league to play some 20 over cricket and continue to develop
your game.
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Ladies team - Northumberland Women’s League
The 2019 season saw some new developments in the Women’s Cricket League. The
league has now two firmly established
divisions (with Benwell Hill playing in the
Premier Division) and a drive to play more
competitive 11 a-side matches.

Sally Anderson
Ladies Captain

Historically, matches in the League were 8 aside, but as the local female game has developed it has become apparent that this
format didn’t quite ‘cut the mustard’ anymore! At Benwell Hill we have fully supported this development and as a result we

competed in some thrilling matches that resulted in some terrific
performances from our young, talented girls. In summary, Benwell
Hill won 5 out of 12 matches. However, the matches in which we
were defeated were by narrow margins and all closely contested
affairs.
The Ladies team at Benwell Hill is very much a group effort – no
individual takes centre stage with the girls’ continual support for
each other. Nevertheless there were some outstanding efforts on
the field. Annie Anderson’s 80 (not out) off 50 balls at Tynedale was
a batting master-class, and it was a shame she didn’t see more balls
to have the opportunity to get her maiden century that evening.
Emily Whiting’s work ethic as our All Rounder is always on display
and she top scored with 65 (retired) against Gateshead Fell and
bowled the most overs (47) for the team throughout the season. Ella
Lillico’s reliability and encouragements behind the stumps have combined with her increased confidence with the bat (60 away at
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Ladies - Northumberland Women’s League (continued)
Newcastle CC) and Niamh Brennan’s ferocious pace bowling and fielding ability are always the envy of other teams in the league.
Niamh was also the 4th girl in the team to hit a half-century (at Home
against Gateshead Fell). Due to academic commitments we didn’t see
quite as much of Holly Jordan and Molly Brayson as we would have
liked, but were delighted by their A level successes and transition to
Universities at the end of the season. Benwell Hill stalwarts Ellen
Williamson and Katie Whiting continue to be great fun teammates and
always entertain the team with their ever-extensive social life and
chatter! Ellen, whilst struggling to bowl this season with her bad back,
managed to produce the best bowling figures for the team with 3 for
16 at the away match v Newcastle CC. Finally, the newer members of
our team Nicky Bagley and Ellie Taylor have also brought great skills to
the field. Nicky’s dynamic slog was a sight to behold when she notched
a rapid 19 runs against South North at home. Ellie’s left arm swing
bowling will reap more and more rewards for the team as her cricket
experience develops. Off the field the competition to always better our
post match refreshments has hit new heights this season, with Deborah
Whiting coordinating our themed culinary affairs including a Spanish,
Chinese, Italian and British delights.
The 2019 season started with great intent to develop numbers in the
Ladies squad as it was becoming apparent that we rely on too few
players to allow us to play at a competitive level in 11 a-side matches.
Having a limited squad of only 12 players meant that it is was a
constant logistical challenge and we were thankful to girls from
Ashington who helped us out on a few occasions. Despite best efforts
from Barry Pearson, Fenwick Marley and me to push a few buttons we
sadly didn’t see a rise in our Ladies membership. For the forthcoming
season, we will have to consider encouraging more softball events and
introduce new females gently into our fold before we start bruising
them with the hard ball!
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Juniors - U15s

Barry Pearson
U15 Coach

A young and enthusiastic Under 15 side put
in a very creditable performance in 2019 and
finished in a mid table position in the
League, which all in all was a decent effort.
We struggled against some of the bigger and
stronger teams, but given the fact that at
least half of the team contained members of
our Under 13 side, there were lots of positives to come out from the season with
useful contributions from many players to
give considerable hope for next season.

Dan Ramsay was our captain and did well in difficult circumstances.
The main problem we had was putting competitive scores on the
board as our batting lacked consistency, but the notable exception
was 13 year old Haydon Mustard who had an excellent season both
with the bat and behind the stumps with the gloves. Joe Simmons and
Fardin Bhuiyan were the best of the rest, but we need to work out
how to get bigger scores collectively to give our bowlers more of a
chance.
The bowling was generally strong, led by openers Bilal Yousuf and
Owen Blackburn, but there were lots of options throughout the side
with Fardin Bhuiyan and Dan Ramsay leading the support cast. Our
best performance came in the game at Morpeth where we bowled
the home side out for 72 with all 10 wickets being bowled, led by
Bradley Wilson who had the outstanding figures of 7 for 17 from five
overs. We need to continue to work at our fielding to help support the
efforts of the bowlers, and there will be considerable practice put in
before the start of next season.
In conclusion, there was lots of ground for optimism from this year’s
Under 15 squad, and with only two members being lost because they
will be too old, this group will for the most part stay together in 2020.
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Juniors - U13s

Scott Williamson
U13 Coach

The U13s had a cracking 2019 finishing runners up in the Northumberland league and
with a bit more luck could have picked up the
title, narrowly losing the decider against
South North in a tight game. Overall it was a
great team effort with every-one in the team
contributing to our record of 7 wins out of 8
in the league. Unfortunately the NEPL games
were all lost to the weather at the end of the
season.

It was runs galore during the season as we went past 100 6 times in
the 20 over format of the game. We amassed 201 v Ashington, 164 v
Ponteland, 171 and 152 v Alnmouth, 122 v Morpeth and 121 v
Newcastle City.

18 times our batsmen went past the 30 run milestone (players have
to retire at this score) with principle run scorers being Haydon
Mustard (6 x 30’s), Ella Lillico (4 x 30’s), Freddie McGregor (3 x 30’s),
Dylan Newton (2 x 30’s) Fardin Bhuyian (2 x 30’s)and Jayam Patel (1
x 30).
However the bowlers were not outshone by the batsmen, with
Owen Blackburn (9 wickets) and Kemitha Mudalige (5 wickets)
offering real pace with the new ball, they were superbly supported
by Sam Rowe (13 wickets), Jayam Patel (7 wickets), Ibrahim Tayyib (8
wickets) and Abu Siddique (5 wickets).
Amazingly we also had 4 wickets keepers (Hassan Ahmad, Haydon
Mustard, Ella Lillico and Fardin Bhuyian) to call on throughout the
season, having such talent behind the stumps made a huge
difference in the field as we kept opposition runs and extras to an
absolute minimum.
Some real talent to look forward to in years to come.
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Juniors - U11s

Larry Dawson
U11 Coach

The 2019 season proved to be one of our
most successful seasons of recent times.
The new format which was trialled last
season, with the length of the pitch being
reduced to 17 yards, was continued this
season, although with a different sort of
composite ball which proved more suitable.
Out of a total of 12 completed matches we
managed to win 10 and lose only 2, using a
total of 16 different players over the course
of the season.

In the Northumberland fixtures we won 7 out of 8, and in the NEPL
fixtures we won 3 and lost 1.
The team excelled in the NEPL competition with wins over— South
Northumberland - by 16 runs, Whitburn - by 61 runs, and Tynemouth by 125 runs. This success in the NEPL tournament led to us reaching the
final, where we came up against an outstanding Chester-le-Street and
whilst playing very well - were beaten by 86 runs.
On the batting side, there were major contributions during the season
from; Warren Poxon - 129 runs, Aaron Armstrong - 118 runs, Rory
Mustard - 114 runs, Mayaank Reddy - 90 runs, Ibrahim Tayyar - 58 runs
and Ben Robinson - 54 runs.
On the bowling side, everybody chipped in with wickets, with the top
wicket takers being: Mayaank Reddy - 18, Aaron Armstrong - 17, Warren
Poxon - 14, Ben Robinson - 12, Rory Mustard & Harsh Patel - 6.
It was particularly encouraging to note the improvement made by both
Mayaank Reddy and Ben Robinson, who clearly both have the potential
to make very good fast bowlers.
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Juniors - U11s
Again, there was a notable improvement in our fielding and catching
compared to last season, with us taking 25 catches during the season Rory Mustard, who kept wicket outstandingly during the season - taking
8 of them.
The captaincy duties were in the main ably undertaken by Aaron Armstrong and the spirit that he and the rest of the senior players generated
within the matches was excellent.
As usual the player of the season award was a difficult choice. It was
eventually decided that we could not split the overall contributions by
both Warren Poxon and Aaron Armstrong, and hence a joint award
seemed appropriate.
Last but not least thanks to all parents who helped out with support and
lifts - particularly Jim Robinson for taking on scoring duties and a coaching role.

Under 11 : NEPL Runners Up
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Juniors - U9s
2019 was the first year of putting out a
regular Under 9 Benwell Hill team and it was
great to have so many players at the
Tuesday training each week to pick from.

James Walder
U9 Coach

The first festival of the season at
Gateshead Fell was probably the high point as
unusually there was a trophy at stake.
The team won all 5 of their games and it gave
them a great introduction to playing proper
games and all the pressure that comes with
that.

We entered four more festivals over the summer and played a total of 13
more games and managed to go the whole season unbeaten. Our closest
game was against Backworth where we sneaked to a 1 run victory.
We used 15 different players across the summer and everyone contributed with runs, wickets and catches. Some of the highlights from the season were:
·

Taking all 7 catches in a game (including 2 by the wicket keeper)

·

Almost scoring 100 runs in one innings

·

Managing to hit some sixes on the off side

·

Improving the running between the wicket and even having some
games with no run outs

·

The consistency of the bowling from all players

Over the season all players improved their batting, bowling, fielding and
cricket awareness and it was good to see some of them get their first
chance to play for the u11s towards the end of the year. We are in a
great position for 2020 with lots of players really developing during
2019.
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Roll of Honour for 2019
Senior Cricket
1st XI : Smithson Trophy (2018)
2nd XI : NEPL T20 Cup, James Bell Cup, Roseworth Trophy
3rd XI : NEPL Sunday Division 1 Champions
1st Team Player of the Year : Pete Halliday
2nd Team Player of the Year : Joe Kilpatrick
3rd Team Player of the Year : Jeff Mason
Liddell Trophy : Chris Pounder
Rex Allen Trophy Best Individual Performance : Pete Halliday
Walker and Hall Trophy : Benwell Hill 2nd XI
Best Newcomer : Callum Harding
Lippa award (biggest sulk of the season) : Joe Kilpatrick
Charlie Saunders 1st XI Bowling Award : Luke Mussett
Hat trick awards : Haroon Malik, Zain Ullah, Jeff Mason
Ladies Cricket
Player of the Year : Annie Anderson
Player’s Player of the Year : Emily Whiting
Coaches Player : Ella Lillico
Junior Cricket
Under 9 Player of the Year - Freddie Mexter
Under 11 Player of the Year - Aaron Armstrong/Warren Poxon
Under 13 Player of the Year - Owen Blackburn
Under 15 Player of the Year - Haydon Mustard
Tom Hounsome Shield - Bradley Wilson
Alan Evans Shield - Mayaank Reddy
Neil Hamilton Trophy - Annie Anderson
British Legion Award - Ellie Foggan
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Players Representative Honours 2019
Kyle Coetzer (Scotland)
Luke Doneathy (England U19s, Durham II's and Durham Academy)
Rory Hanley (Scotland U19s, Durham II's, Durham Academy and
Northumberland)
Finlay McCreath (Scotland U19s and Northumberland)
Max Williamson (Northumberland and Durham Academy)
Mohsin Mukhtar (Northumberland and Durham Academy)
Peter Halliday (Cumbria)
William Archbold (Northumberland U17s)
Joe Anderson (Northumberland U17s)
Haroon Malik (Newcastle T20 Cup)
Joe Fletcher (Newcastle T20 Cup)
Annie Anderson (Durham Jets, Northumberland Ladies and Girls U17s)
Emily Whiting (Northumberland Ladies, Girls U17s and U15s)
Ella Lillico (Northumberland Ladies, Girls U17s and U15s)
Katie Whiting (Northumberland Girls U17s)
Ellen Williamson (Northumberland Girls U17s)
Haydon Mustard (Northumberland U13s)
Kemitha Mudalige (Northumberland U13s)
Freddie McGregor (Northumberland U13 Lions)
Ibrahim Tayyab (Northumberland U11s)
Jayam Patel (Northumberland U11s)
Aaron Armstrong (Northumberland U11s)
Ollie Clarke (Northumberland U11s)
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2019 Season Review
Photo Gallery
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Photo Gallery

1st XI: Smithson Trophy Winners

2nd XI : James Bell Cup Winners
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Photo Gallery

2nd XI : NEPL T20 Winners

Under 9s : Multiple Festival Winners
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Photo Gallery

Presidents Day

Phil Nicholson—Record 1st XI Appearances award
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Photo Gallery

NEPL League Dinner: Andy Jewitt and Andrew Dawson
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Photo Gallery

Annual Club Dinner : Award Winners
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Photo Gallery

Junior Presentation Night : Award Winners
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